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As Fig. 1D shows, RACE and FusionNet suffer severe leakage at the button layers of 137 the embryo, where the membrane signal is too weak to be discriminated because of laser 138 attenuation. 3DUnet provides better feature extraction by applying convolution between 139 slices. However, partial membrane, especially at the boundary of the embryo, is still 140 too weak to be recognized, which deteriorates the lost cells in the periphery. Under the 141 distance map constraint, CShaper learns to depict weak or lost membrane as annotated in 142 the training data.
143
Robustness on extensive datasets To measure the performance of CShaper on more 144 datasets, whose annotations are not available, we quantitatively measured the volume con- the signal-to-noise ratio decreases dramatically, which makes it more challenging to be 168 segmented precisely. Simultaneously, because nuclei are not involved in the segmentation 169 stage, nucleus information processed by AceTree can be used to justify the accuracy. In in the entire embryos only occupy a small proportion (around 11.9% at 350-cells). There-175 fore, we can safely conclude that CShaper has superior ability on segmenting extensive 176 time-lapse embryo images.
177
Establishment of spatio-temporal morphogenesis reference Using experimental meth-178 ods and quality-control standards described before 6, 60 , 4 wild-type embryos within 350-179 cell stage were used to construct the morphogenesis reference of early C. elegans embryo.
180
All the 17 embryos (4 embryos with both nucleus and membrane markers and the other 13 area, neighbour relationship) ( Fig. 2 , Supplementary Fig. S3 )( Table. S2 ).
197
To test the data quality and further refine the information useful to biological study, usually get involved in cell-cycle control and cell-fate specification [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , were firstly inves-201 tigated and found to have high reproducibility among individuals ( Fig. 2 A,B ). Cell-fate 202 induction (e.g. Wnt signaling 19, 20 and Notch signaling 10, 61 ) during embryo development Supplementary Table. S3. Please note that the criteria 213 are set arbitrarily and can be readjusted for different research purposes. distance constrained learning to address the problem in segmenting noisy embryo images.
306
By implicitly learning the distance map, the DMapNet is able to discriminate weak or even 307 lost membrane signal.
308
With the membrane labelled as front label 1, the binary membrane annotation M B 309 was prepared as discrete distance map
In Eq. (2), we reversed the distance map to keep it monotonically decreasing from that the predicted class closer to the real class has higher probability than that is further 319 away. For example, the penalty of predicting l = 1 as l = 2 should be smaller than that of 320 the prediction l = 15. Therefore, the cross-entropy loss is weighted by the class distance
where ξ k is the weight for each interval, w i,k is the class distance weight for each pixel i, 323 t i,k is the k-th element of the one-hot target vector at pixel i, and p i,k is the k-th channel 324 of the network output at pixel i. N and K are the number of pixels and distance intervals, 325 respectively. The K-th interval denotes the mask at the center of the membrane, while 326 0-th class represents the background far away from the membrane. Larger weight w k on 327 classes closer to the membrane helps the network put more attention on cell boundary. The 328 class distance weight w i,k is calculated as
where D dmap i is the real class at pixel i.
330
Network structure The structure of DMapNet is shown in Supplementary Fig. S5 . Tak- to its input, is added to enlarge the receptive filed. The residual block is composed of two 336 convolutional layers 67 . Parametric Rectified Linear Units (PReLU) 68 are used as the acti-337 vation layer. To help the higher layers retain the information from pixel, the input is scaled 338 down and concatenated with the feature map, which also helps to train the network on cells 339 in different sizes 51 . This is essential for segmenting cells when annotations corresponding 
where (x, y, z) ∈ e ij represents all points on the edge e ij . The edge is moved from 364 E if its weight is greater than the OTSU 69 Figure S5 : Network structure of DMapNet. Multiple neighboring slices are processed by three residual blocks at three different levels consecutively. Feature maps at high levels are resized into the same size as the input image with linear interpolation. In order to remedy the lost information, raw images are downsampled and concatenated into the feature maps. The complete distance map of one volume is achieved by combining multiple predictions. 
